the aim of this article is to provide a logical reconstruction of the general theory of compounding. the theory formulated here is partly based on the axiomatic approach to general morphology presented in BańczErowSki (1997) and it can be conceived of as its continuation. as a point of departure for the present investigation a set of primitive terms is constructed and axioms formulated, followed by basic definitions and theorems. then the authors introduce discrete dimensions making it possible to describe morphological, syntactic and semantic properties of compound words. the analyses of the dimensions lead to various structural classifications of the compound words.
krzysztof Stroński, Szymon Machowski, Institute of linguistics, adam Mickiewicz university, al. niepodległości 4, pl - 61-874 poznań, e-mails: stroniu@amu.edu.pl, smachowski@poczta.onet.pl introduction this study will be devoted to providing an axiomatic approach to the general theory of compounds. the theory is primarily based on Indo-european empirical data, but it can be applied to other ethnic languages as well. the main idea, which underlies all the research, is to attempt to elaborate an overall description of the morphological structure and syntactic properties of compounds by means of logical apparatus that combine both ancient and contemporary approaches to compounds.
to begin, the logical apparatus used to express linguistic terms will be discussed, then the primitive terms and axioms will be given and explained. the next sections are devoted to analyzing and axiomatically reconstructing the compound types, and introducing the dimensions used to characterize the semantics, syntactic structure and properties of compound constituents and the susceptibility of compound constituents to semical flexion.
FoRMal pRelIMInaRIeS
In this paragraph all formal terms with their notations will be given. the symbols: ¬, ∧, ∨, →, ↔ denote negation, conjunction, disjunction, implication and equivalence respectively . lp liii (2) kRzYSztoF StRońSkI, SzYMon MaChowSkI the symbols ∧ x and ∨ x denote the universal quantifier for every (all) x and the existential quantifier there is (exists) an x such that, which bind a variable x.
Identity is denoted by the symbol =, and distinctness by ≠. the formula x ∈ X reads: x belongs to X, or x is an element of X. the formula x ∉ X reads: x does not belong to X. Instead of writing x ∈ X and y ∈ X, the formula x, y ∈ X will be used. the set whose elements are x, y, z, … is denoted by {x, y, z, …}. the empty set is denoted by ∅.
If X and Y are sets, then the sum is denoted by the symbols X ∪ Y = {x: x ∈ X ∨ x ∈ Y}; the product X ∩ Y = {x: x ∈ X ∧ x ∈ Y}; the difference X -Y = {x: x ∈ X ∧ x ∉ Y}; the Cartesian product X × Y of two sets X and Y is the set of all ordered pairs (x, y) with x ∈ X and y ∈ Y.
If the product of sets is an empty set, the sets are disjoint.
If X is a subset of Y or in other words X is included in Y it will be symbolically written as X ⊆ Y.
two subsets are identical if they have the same elements. If X ⊆ Y and Y ⊆ X, then
X = Y. If X ⊆ Y and X ≠ Y, then X is a proper subset of Y (there is a proper inclusion between X and Y)
. the symbol card(X) means the cardinal number or cardinality of X, which determines the number of elements of X. Sets can be finite and infinite. the set of all natural numbers N is infinite. the number of its elements is expressed by the symbol ℵ 0. the inequality card(X) < ℵ 0 always means that the set X is finite. If R ⊆ X×Y, then R is a binary relation between the elements of the sets X and Y. the formula that x is bound by the relation R with y can be formally written as x R y or (x, y) ∈ R; x is called a predecessor of the relation R and y a successor of the relation R.
the set of all predecessors of a relation is its domain, and the set of all successors of the relation is its converse domain. If R ⊆ X×Y and x are predecessors of R and y is a successor, the domain is denoted as R < x, and the converse domain as R > x. the set R 〉 X is called the image of set X given the relation R. the image of set X contains the elements y which are predecessors in the pairs (y, x) ∈ R where x ∈ X. the set R 〈 X is called a converse image of set Z given by the relation R . the converse image of set Z contains the elements y which are the predecessors in the pairs (y, x) ∈ R where x ∈ X. a binary relation is:
reflexive, if 1.
x R x for all x ∈ X; symmetric, if for any 2.
x, y ∈ X, x R y implies y R x; transitive, if for any 3.
x, y, z ∈ X, x R y and y R z implies x R z; antisymmetric, if for any 4.
x, y ∈ X, x R y and y R x implies x = y; antireflexive, if 5.
x R x occurs for no x ∈ X. a reflexive, symmetric and transitive relation is called an equivalence relation, and a reflexive and symmetric relation is called a similarity relation. the set of all equivalence relations in the set X is expressed by the symbol aeq(x). an equivalence relation on the set X specifies a classification of the set X. If R is an equivalence relation on X, the classification of the set X induced by R is formally denoted by X/R. Moreover, two primitive mereological terms need to be introduced: the relation of precedence in time (the formula x T y is read "a whole object x precedes in time a whole object y or a beginning of the object x coincides in time with an end of the object y in time") and the relation of being a part of (the formula x p y means that an object x is a part of an object y).
the following terms are definable: a mereological sum a)
s - x is a mereological sum of a set of objects X, symbolically x = s(X), iff all objects belonging to X are parts of x and each part of the object x has a common part with an element of the set X.
a relation of total precedence in time b)
T c (an object x totally precedes in time a object y, iff no part of the object y precedes in time any part of the object x).
a relation of direct precedence in time c)
T imd - an object x directly precedes in time an object y, symbolically xT imd y, iff an object x totally precedes in time the object y and there does not simultaneously exist any object z which totally precedes in time the object y (BańczErowSki et al. 1982: 106; Pogonowski 1991b: 7-11; Batóg 1994: 19-22 ).
2. pRIMItIVe teRMS anD aXIoMS the set of primitive terms consists of: Seg - the set of all significant language segments; hfn - the relation of homophony; Dct - the set of all dictons; Stg - the set of all syntagms; dsg - the relation of designation; sgf - the relation of signification; lkf - the relation of lexicalization; smf - the relation of semification; hpn - the relation of hyponymy; hlk - the relation of homolexy; mfq - the relation of morphological qualification; cpl - the relation of morphological copulativity; Ps - the set of parts of speech Cas - the set of all case dictons among language segments one can distinguish phonons (actual phones), morphons (actual morphs), vocabulons (actual minimal lexical units), dictons (actual words). the set of all language segments is expressed by the symbol Seg, and the formula x∈ Seg means that x is a language segment. the set of all language segments is always finite.
the relation of homophony hfn binds such language segments which are auditively indistinguishable. the relation of homophony is an equivalence relation on the set of language segments.
ax. 2
hfn ∈ aeq(Seg).
lp liii (2)
kRzYSztoF StRońSkI, SzYMon MaChowSkI a dicton is a concrete, unrepeatable kind of language segment which functions as a linearly continual or discontinual language sign conveying lexical and semic meaning.
ax. 3
Dct ⊂ Seg the set of all dictons is expressed by the symbol Dct and x ∈ Dct means that x is a dicton. a morphaton is the main constituent of the dicton. the set of all morphatons is denoted by the symbol Mof, x ∈ Mof means that x is a morphaton. the syntagm is interpreted here as a language segment consisting of at least two dictons.
obviously, each pair or group of dictons may not always satisfy the condition of being a syntagm, e.g. mały samochód, idzie do pracy, kupuje dużo owoców are polish syntagms but on samochód, praca dużo, mały pisać do not satisfy the condition of being a polish syntagm. the set of all syntagms is expressed by the symbol Stg and the formula x ∈ Stg means that x is a syntagm (cf. BańczErowSki 1980: 38). - no syntagm can simultaneously be a dicton.
In turn the relation of designation binds language expressions with the extra-language reality. the language expressions are understood as "something" and the relation of signification is understood as a "value or quality". the formula x dsg d is read as x designates s; the predecessor of the relation is called designator, and its successor designatum. the formula x sgf s is read x signifies s or x conveys the meaning s - the predecessor of the relation is called significator and its successor significatum .
the relations of lexification lkf and semification smf are special types of signification, which express the conviction that the meaning can be conveyed both in lexical and semic ways. the formula x lkf s is read x lexifies meaning s or x is a lexificator of s. analogously, the formula x smf s is read x semifies meaning s or x is a semificator of s. each dicton both lexifies and semifies meanings and the number of the lexificators in the dicton has to be greater than or equal to 1.
the etymologically related and semantically indistinguishable language segments, which lexify, are bound by the relation of homolexy. the formula x hlk y means that x and y are considered homosignificative. the relation of hyponymy binds two dictons. one of them is semantically subordinate to the other. the formula x hpn y means the dicton x is semantically subordinate to the dicton y. the predecessor of the relation is called hyponym and the successor hyperonym.
two types of hyponymy can be considered: proper and not-proper. the first one is transitive irreflexive (no lexeme is subordinate to itself) and the second one is transitive and reflexive (each lexeme is subordinate to itself). In this respect, hpn is a relation of not-proper hyponymy (cf. Pogonowski 1991b: 20) :
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If two dictons are mutual hyponyms, they are synonymous:
ax. 9 x hpn y ∧ y hpn x → x hlk y ∧ x hfn y.
the relation of morphological qualification mfq binds two morphatons in such a way that x is determined and the other is a determinator. the formula x mfq y means: x is qualified by y or y qualifies x. the predecessor of the relation is called qualificatum and the successor qualificator. the axioms given below express the general properties of the relation mfq which is irreflexive, intransitive, asymmetric and antisymmetric.
ax. 10 mfq ⊂ Mof × Mof ax. 11 x mfq y → x ≠ y ax. 12 x mfq y → ¬ y mfq x ax. 13 x mfq y ∧ y mfq z → ¬ x mfq z ax. 14 x mfq y ∧ y mfq z → x = y (BańczErowSki 1997a: 27) the relation of copulativity cpl binds morphatons in a paratactic way - the formula x cpl y means: x is coordinate to y. the relation is indicated in a word-formation paraphrase by a linking word "and" (BańczErowSki 1997a: 15-18) . the relation cpl is reflexive, symmetric and transitive.
ax. 15 cpl ∈ aeq(Mof) two morphatons can be bound by only one type of relation - the relations mfq and cpl exclude each other. ax. 16 x mfq y → ¬ x cpl y. the sets of case dictons Cas and parts-of-speech dictons Ps belong to the primitive terms. It goes without saying that each and every dicton must belong to Ps since in the majority of the languages of the world any dicton should belong to Ps. another property of case dictons is that they should convey at least one semical meaning.
ax. 17 x ∈ Cas → x ∈ Ps ax. 18 x ∈ Cas → card (smf > x) ≥ 1
DeFInaBle MoRphologICal unItS SMalleR than a compound and relations
It is a complicated task to construct a proper compound definition on which the whole compounding theory should be based. to describe a compound which is a complex morpho-106 lp liii (2) kRzYSztoF StRońSkI, SzYMon MaChowSkI logical structure one should introduce auxiliary terms for smaller morphological units than compounds.
the set of all morphatons has been included in the set of primitive terms. the relation of being a morphaton of is defined as follows:
"according to this definition, x is a morphaton of dicton y, in symbols: x mf y, iff x is a constituent segment of y" (BańczErowSki 1997a: 19) .
In the compound feranqη ʹς, the following morphatons can be distinguished: fer-, -anqη ʹς, feranq-,-anq-,-η ʹς.
the smallest morphological unit is a morphon - a minimal meaning conveyor. this term is introduced within the relation of being a morphon of:
Def. 2 7 compounding theory should be based. To describe a compound which is a complex morphological structure one should introduce auxiliary terms for smaller morphological units than compounds.
The set of all morphatons has been included in the set of primitive terms. The relation of being a morphaton of is defined as follows:
"According to this definition, x is a morphaton of dicton y, in symbols: x mf y, iff x is a constituent segment of y" (BA CZEROWSKI 1997a: 19) .
In the compound feranq»j, the following morphatons can be distinguished: fer-, -anq»j, feranq-, -anq-, -hj.
The smallest morphological unit is a morphon -a minimal meaning conveyor.
This term is introduced within the relation of being a morphon of:
"In light of this definition, x is a morphon of dicton y, in symbols: x mr y, iff x is a minimal significator of meaning in y, that is, no subsegment of x can be a significator of . We could also say that x is indivisible with respect to the signification of , or that it is an atomic significator of within y" (BA CZEROWKI 1997: 20) .
In the compound feranq»j 'flower bringing' the following morphons can be distinguished: fer-, -anq-and -hj.
The morphons can conjoin themselves into larger units which are called morphotactons. The relation of being a morphotacton of (mt) is introduced on the basis of the following definition:
Thus, the morphotacton is a special kind of morphaton built of at least two morphons.
according to this definition x is a morphon of a dicton y if it is a minimal significator of s and there is no subsegment of x that can be a significator of s (cf. BańczErowSki 1997: 20) . In the compound feranqη ʹς 'flower bringing' the following morphons can be distinguished: fer-, -anq- and -ης.
the morphons can conjoin themselves into larger units which are called morphotactons. the relation of being a morphotacton of (mt) is introduced on the basis of the following definition:
thus, the morphotacton is a special kind of morphaton built of at least two morphons. the set of morphotactons is defined as follows: BańczErowSki 1997a: 22) . In the compound feranqη ʹς, there are the following morphotactons: -anqής. as is presented above, the morphological units within dictons can be distinguished in terms of the level of their complexity.
there are two types of relations between the morphological units: the relation of morphatonal qualification mfq and the relation of morphatonal copulativity. Both of them belong to the primitive terms. If the relations are confined to the morphons, they are represented by the relation of morphonal qualification mrq and copulativity mrc:
Def. 6 mrc = {(x, y): x, y ∈ Mor ∧ x cpl y} a morphotacton is constructed as a result of an operation which combines a certain set 
"In light of this definition, two morphatons x and y combine to form morphotacton z or, equivalently, x and y morphotactify to z, in symbols: (x,y) mtf z, iff x is qualified by y, and x and y completely exhaust z" (BańczErowSki 1997a: 23) . the morphotactons can be divided into qualificators and qualificata in terms of their qualificational status. the terms are introduced within the relation of having the maximal qualificatum and the relation of having the maximal qualificator.
"according to definition 8, morphotacton x has morphaton y as its maximal qualificatum, in symbols: x mfqm y, iff there is morphaton z which qualifies y, and such that the combination of y and z results in x. the content of definition 9 is mutatis mutandis analogous" (BańczErowSki 1997a: 24) .
In the compound bawidamek 'ladies' man', the maximal qualificatum is bawi-or bawidam-, the maximal qualificator is -damek or -ek.
In turn, there are morphonal qualificata intiale and morphonal qualificators ultima in the determinational structure of dictons based on the relation of morphonal qualification.
the terms are introduced on the basis of the relation of having the morphonal qualificatum intiale and the relation of having the morphonal qualificator ultimus.
Def. 10 mrqmi = {(x, y) : x ∈ Dct ∧ y ∈ mr
"according to definition 10, dicton x has morphon y as qualificatum initiale or, equivalently, y is qualificatum initiale of x, in symbols: x mrqmi y, iff there is no such morphon z in x, which would be qualified by y. and according to definition 11, dicton x has morphon y as qualificator ultimus or, equivalently, y is a qualificator ultimus of x, in symbols: x mrqru y, iff there is no such morphon z in x, by which y would be qualified" (BańczErowSki 1997a: 24-25) .
In the compound bawidamek, the qualificatum initiale is bawi- and the qualificator ultimus is ek.
In the relation with the qualificatum intiale, there is a proper morphaton which is introduced as follows:
In the light of the definition, x is a proper morphaton of the morphotacton y, in symbols: x mfp y, iff x is the qualificatum initiale of y or they both have a common qualificatum initiale (cf. BańczErowSki 1997a: 25) .
In the compound bawidamek, the proper morphatons are bawi- and bawidam-.
all case dictons which are homosemic form a class called a case CAS.
Def. 13 CAS = Cas/hsm the family of cases CAS must include among others: {nominative nom., accusative acc., Instrumental Inst., Dative Dat., ablative abl., genitive gen., locative loc. …}.
all parts-of-speech dictons which are homosemic will analogically form a class called parts of speech PS.
Def. 14 PS = Ps/hsm the family of parts of speech will include {noun SuB, verb V, adjective aDj, adverb aDV, numeral nuM, etc.}.
So far, the relevant interdictonal units have been discussed. they represented various levels of complexity, and consequently various ways of conveying meaning. the interdictonal units can be distinguished in terms of their level of grammaticalization, alternatively called here semification. this is a particularly important factor for compounds because the dictons in compounds have been united and semified to some extent. Such dicton-derived constituents of compounds are called dictoidons. In terms of their semification level, one can distinguish proper and improper dictons which are introduced on the basis of the relation of being a proper dictoidon and the relation of being an improper dictoidon.
In light of definition 14, x is a proper dictoidon of dicton y, in symbols: x ddp y, iff x is a proper morphaton of the maximal qualificatum or of maximal qualificator of y, and there is dicton z, different from y, and such that it is homophonous and homolexical with x. and, in light of definition 15, x is an improper dictoidon of dicton y, in symbols: x ddi y, iff x is a proper morphaton of the maximal qualificatum or of maximal qualificator of y, and there is dicton z, different from y, and such that it is not homophonous with x but it is homolexical with x" (BańczErowSki 1997a: 29) .
In the compound oἰnó-meli 'honey mixed with wine, mead' the proper dictoidon is -meli because it has a homophonic and homolexical equivalent of the dicton mε ʹli. in the compound mhtro-mη ʹtwr 'mother's mother', the improper dictoidon is -metwr, having a homolexical but not homophonic equivalent mη ʹthr.
In general, the relation of being a dictoidon can be formulated as follows:
Def. 17 dd = ddp ∪ ddi, the set of all dictoidons:
Def. 18 Dtd = dd 〈 Dct.
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analogically, one can introduce two auxiliary definitions of the sets of all proper Ddp and improper Ddi dictoidons:
Def. 19 Ddp = ddp 〈 Dct Def. 20 Ddi = ddi 〈 Dct hereby a compound is considered a special type of dicton. the basic difference between a simple dicton and a complex dicton is that the latter has to include at least two morphons conveying the meaning in a lexical way. this is a necessary but insufficient condition. a compound may have a compounding index. traditionally described, a compound built of two lexical morphons is constructed of the following morphons: lexical-semic-lexicalsemic, but the compound indexes (morphons) may be -∅- and -∅ (cf. kleMensiewiczówna 1951: 11; kurzowa 1976: 65-78) .
the semical morphon placed after the first lexical morphon is called an interfix. In the main part of the present article the interfix cannot be distinguished because it is impossible to determine how it would convey the meaning. therefore the interfix is considered as part of the improper dicton (special type of morphon) which is the first compound constituent. In turn, the second compound constituent is a dicton built of two morphons (special type of morphotacton in this case). the semic morph which belongs to the second constituent is an affix (called afixon) which determines the compound semic category.
the term of afixon is introduced by the relation of being an afixon:
Def. 21 11 and improper Ddi dictoidons:
Def. 20 Ddi = ddi Dct Hereby a compound is considered a special type of dicton. The basic difference between a simple dicton and a complex dicton is that the latter has to include at least two morphons conveying the meaning in a lexical way. This is a necessary but insufficient condition. A compound may have a compounding index. Traditionally described, a compound built of two lexical morphons is constructed of the following morphons: lexical-semic-lexicalsemic, but the compound indexes (morphons) may be --and -(cf. KLEMENSIEWICZÓWNA 1951: 11; KURZOWA 1976: 65-78 ).
The semical morphon placed after the first lexical morphon is called an interfix. In the main part of the present article the interfix cannot be distinguished because it is impossible to determine how it would convey the meaning. Therefore the interfix is considered as part of the improper dicton (special type of morphon) which is the first compound constituent. In turn, the second compound constituent is a dicton built of two morphons (special type of morphotacton in this case). The semic morph which belongs to the second constituent is an affix (called afixon) which determines the compound semic category.
The term of afixon is introduced by the relation of being an afixon:
In the light of the definition, x is an afixon of dicton or dictoidon y, in symbols x af y, if x is a morphonal qualificator ultimus conveying only semificated meanings and there is no dicton z which is homophonic to z and lexifies the meanings of x (cf. BA CZEROWSKI 1997a: 34).
In the compound mhtro-p £atwr, the afixon is -wr.
Three additional relations will be introduced below, i.e. the relation of semical rection, the relation of congruence and the relation of semic opposition.
In the light of the definition, x is an afixon of dicton or dictoidon y, in symbols x af y, if x is a morphonal qualificator ultimus conveying only semificated meanings and there is no dicton z which is homophonic to z and lexifies the meanings of x (cf. BańczErowSki 1997a: 34).
In the compound mhtropάtwr, the afixon is -wr.
three additional relations will be introduced below, i.e. the relation of semical rection, the relation of congruence and the relation of semic opposition.
Def. 22
11 nd improper Ddi dictoidons:
ef. 19 Ddp = ddp Dct ef. 20 Ddi = ddi Dct Hereby a compound is considered a special type of dicton. The basic difference etween a simple dicton and a complex dicton is that the latter has to include at least two orphons conveying the meaning in a lexical way. This is a necessary but insufficient ondition. A compound may have a compounding index. Traditionally described, a compound uilt of two lexical morphons is constructed of the following morphons: lexical-semic-lexicalemic, but the compound indexes (morphons) may be --and -(cf. KLEMENSIEWICZÓWNA 951: 11; KURZOWA 1976: 65-78).
The semical morphon placed after the first lexical morphon is called an interfix. In the ain part of the present article the interfix cannot be distinguished because it is impossible to etermine how it would convey the meaning. Therefore the interfix is considered as part of he improper dicton (special type of morphon) which is the first compound constituent. In urn, the second compound constituent is a dicton built of two morphons (special type of orphotacton in this case). The semic morph which belongs to the second constituent is an ffix (called afixon) which determines the compound semic category.
n the light of the definition, x is an afixon of dicton or dictoidon y, in symbols x af y, if x is a orphonal qualificator ultimus conveying only semificated meanings and there is no dicton z hich is homophonic to z and lexifies the meanings of x (cf. BA CZEROWSKI 1997a: 34).
Three additional relations will be introduced below, i.e. the relation of semical rection, he relation of congruence and the relation of semic opposition.
In the light of the definition two dictons are in the relation of semical rection iff they are bound by the relation of determination and the qualifying dicton is a case dicton excluding nom.
Def. 23
In the light of the definition two dictons are in the relation of semical rection iff they are bound by the relation of determination and the qualifying dicton is a case dicton excluding Nom.
In the light of the definition two dictons are bound by the relation of congruence iff the qualifying dicton semifies at least one of the same meanings as the dicton qualificator.
In the light of the definition two dictons are bound by the relation of semic opposition iff they do not semify the same meanings.
Def. 24
In the light of the definition two dictons are in the relation of semical rection iff they re bound by the relation of determination and the qualifying dicton is a case dicton excluding om.
In the light of the definition two dictons are bound by the relation of congruence iff the ualifying dicton semifies at least one of the same meanings as the dicton qualificator.
In the light of the definition two dictons are bound by the relation of semic opposition ff they do not semify the same meanings.
4. CoMpounDS anD theIR tYpeS the relation of compounding, which is a base of the term of compound, is defined as follows:
COMPOUNDS AND THEIR TYPES
The relation of compounding, which is a base of the term of compound, is defined as follows:
In the light of the definition, two dictoidons x and y build a complex dicton z, in symbols (x,y) cmp z, iff x directly precedes y and x and completely exhausts z and every afixon u which is part of y and afixon of z. According to the first theorem, an element which is the afixon of the whole compound is more closely related to the second than the first constituent (is also an afixon of the second constituent, and not an afixon of the first constituent) -e.g. in the compound do marszobiegu 'for the endurance march' the afixon do...-u is more closely related to the constituent -bieg-
In the light of the definition, two dictoidons x and y build a complex dicton z, in symbols (x,y) cmp z, iff x directly precedes y and x and completely exhausts z and every afixon u which is part of y and afixon of z.
the set of all compounds can be introduced according to the definition below:
Def. 26 Comp = cmp 〈 Dct.
the theorems below express some properties of the relation cmp and compounds:
The set of all compounds can be introduced according to the definition below: 
In the light of the definition, two dictoidons x and y build a complex dicton z, in symbols (x,y) cmp z, iff x directly precedes y and x and completely exhausts z and every afixon u which is part of y and afixon of z. 
In the light of the definition, two dictoidons x and y build a complex dicton z, in symbols (x,y) cmp z, iff x directly precedes y and x and completely exhausts z and every afixon u which is part of y and afixon of z. According to the first theorem, an element which is the afixon of the whole compound is more closely related to the second than the first constituent (is also an afixon of the second constituent, and not an afixon of the first constituent) -e.g. in the compound do marszobiegu 'for the endurance march' the afixon do...-u is more closely related to the constituent -biegaccording to the first theorem, an element which is the afixon of the whole compound is more closely related to the second than the first constituent (is also an afixon of the second constituent, and not an afixon of the first constituent) - e.g. in the compound do marszobiegu 'for the endurance march' the afixon do…-u is more closely related to the constituent -bieg- than the constituent marszo-. according to the second theorem, a compound is a type of dicton. the third and fourth theorems determine semantic properties of compoundsa compound has to have at least two lexificators and one semificator (compounds are similar to simplexes with respect to their semic properties). according to the fifth theorem, both the constituent being the maximal qualificatum and the constituent being the maximal qualificator have to be dictons. 
In the light of the definition, two dictoidons x and y build a complex dicton z, in symbols (x,y) cmpr z, iff x directly precedes y in time and both x and y completely exhaust z and at least one of them cannot be homophonic to any dicton.
The set of all proper compounds can be introduced as follows:
Def. 28 Compr = cmpr Dct The following conclusions can be drawn:
The definition below introduces the term of improper compound by the relation of being an improper compound cmi:
In the light of the definition, two dictoidons x and y improperly build a complex dicton
In the light of the definition, two dictoidons x and y build a complex dicton z, in symbols (x, y) cmpr z, iff x directly precedes y in time and both x and y completely exhaust z and at least one of them cannot be homophonic to any dicton. the set of all proper compounds can be introduced as follows: 
In the light of the definition, two dictoidons x and y improperly build a complex dicton z, in symbols (x, y) cmi z, iff x directly precedes y in time and both x and y completely exhaust z and both of them have homophonic equivalents among dictons, for example Wielkanoc 'easter'. the set of all improper compounds can be introduced as follows:
Moreover, the following conclusions can be drawn:
according to theorem 8, proper and improper compounds exhaust the whole set of compounds. according to theorem 9, both the maximal qualificatum and the maximal qualificator of an improper compound have to be proper dictoidons.
proper and improper compounds (aggregates) reflect the level of semicalization of their constituents. the level of semicalization is the highest in case of proper compounds, which have to include at least one improper dictoidon. the improper compounds are on the other hand at an initial level of semicalization.
aside from dictoidons, which can conjoin to build proper or improper compounds, one should take into account syntagms constructed of two complex dictoidons, whose semantic (2) kRzYSztoF StRońSkI, SzYMon MaChowSkI structure is similar to complex dictons, e.g. wieczne pióro 'fountain pen', Biała Podlaska. aggregates are a special type of syntagms which are built of two dictons (bidictonal syntagms) bound by the relation of determination (hypotaxis).
the set of all bidictonal syntagms Stg bdc is introduced as follows:
In the light of the definition, a bidictonal syntagm is a syntagm built of exactly of two dictons (cf. BańczErowSki 1980: 38) .
the relation of determination is defined as follows:
In the light of the definition, the dicton x is determined by the dicton y symbolically x dt y, iff they both build a syntagm which is hyponymic to the dicton x (cf. Pogonowski 1981: 16; 1991b: 66) . the predecessor of the relation is called determinatum and the successor determinator .
the theorems below present the properties of the relation of determination, which is antireflexive, asymmetric and transitive: th. 10 dt ⊆ Dct × Dct according to theorem 14, aggregates are a special type of bidictonal syntagms. according to theorem 15, no aggregate can simultaneously be a compound. according to theorem 16, the constituents of aggregate are always bound by the relation of determination. In theorem 17, syntactic-semantic properties of aggregates are presented - the determined constituent of aggregate is hyperonymic to the whole aggregate.
DIMenSIon 2: SYntaCtIC StRuCtuRe
In terms of syntactic properties, compounds are divided into determinative and copulative. a determinative compound C det is a compound type whose constituents are bound by the relation of mfq, while in a copulative compound C kpl the constituents are bound by the relation kpl. Formally, these definitions can be presented as follows:
the following theorems show some mutual relations between determinative and coordinative compounds:
th. 19 C det ∪ C kpl = Comp th. 20 C det ∩ C kpl = ∅.
DIMenSIon 3: SeMantIC StRuCtuRe
another classification of compounds can be introduced in terms of their semantic character. namely, compounds can be divided into endocentric (Sanskrit type tatpurusha) and exocentric (Sanskrit type bahuvrīhi) compounds. as the exocentric type seems to be extremely difficult to describe (as is shown in the main part of this article), the endocentric type will be described first, as follows (cf. dEBrunnEr 1917: 54-55; Beeks 1995: 171):
Def. 37
The following theorems show some mutual relations between determinational and coordinative compounds:
Th. 20 C det C kpl = .
DIMENSION 3: SEMANTIC STRUCTURE
Another classification of compounds can be introduced in terms of their semantic character. Namely, compounds can be divided into endocentric (Sanskrit type tatpurusha) and exocentric (Sanskrit type bahuvrîhi) compounds. As the exocentric type seems to be extremely difficult to describe (as is shown in the main part of this article), the endocentric type will be described first, as follows (cf. DEBRUNNER 1917: 54-55; BEEKS 1995: 171) : 
T imd
On the strength of the above definition, a compound is endocentric iff the compound is constructed from two dictoidons which have two homolexic dictons and if the dictoidons are in the relation of morphological qualification then the compound is a hyponym of the dicton homolexical with the dictoidon being a determinatum of the whole compound. Whereas, if both dictoidons homolexical to their dictons are in the relation of copulativity, the whole compound is a hyponym of the two dictons forming a paratactic syntagma.
In turn, the set of all exocentric compounds can be defined as the difference of the set of compounds and the set of endocentric compounds:
Def. 38
C egz = Comp -C end . Moreover, the following relations can be determined: on the strength of the above definition, a compound is endocentric iff the compound is constructed from two dictoidons which have two homolexic dictons and if the dictoidons are in the relation of morphological qualification then the compound is a hyponym of the dicton homolexical with the dictoidon being a determinatum of the whole compound. whereas, if both dictoidons homolexical to their dictons are in the relation of copulativity, the whole compound is a hyponym of the two dictons forming a paratactic syntagma.
Def. 38 C egz = Comp -C end .
∨ ∨ 
on the strength of the definition above a compound is progressive endocentric if the compound is constructed from two dictoidons which have two homolexic dictons and if the dictoidons are in the relation of morphological qualification and the qualificatum dictoidon precedes the qualificator dictoidon for example puruṣavyāghrah 'a man like a tiger'.
a DeFInItIon oF RegReSSIVe enDoCentRIC CoMpounD
Def. 40
on the strength of the definition above a compound is regressive endocentric iff the compound is constructed from two dictoidons which have two homolexic dictons and if the dictoidons are in the relation of morphological qualification and the qualificator dictoidon precedes the qualificatum dictoidon, for example Kursteilnehmer 'a course participant', Wörterbuch 'dictionary'.
Moreover, one should establish the semantic relations between a compound and a syntagm from which the compound has been created as a result of the compounding process described by handkE (1976) . the compounding process involves joining the words of the syntagm (with possible change of their form) and establishing a common word stress between the words of the syntagm (handkE 1976: 12) . therefore, the compounding process results in the change of dictons belonging to syntagms into dictoidons of compounds.
DIMenSIon 4: SeMantIC RepReSentatIon oF the QualIFICatoR In the parathesis
Based on what parts of speech represent the dictons homolexic to the dictoidon-qualificators of the determinative compounds, one can divide them into nominal, adjectival, 
T imd s'
On the strength of the definition a compound is nominal iff it is constructed from two dictoidons which have homolexic dictons belonging to the set of nouns. 
On the strength of the definition a subordinative compound is nominative (nominatival) iff it is constructed from two dictoidons which have homolexic dictons in the relation of semic congruency and the dicton qualificator is in the semic case Nominative, for example virá-j ta 'born as a hero' ( arski 1991: 51). 
On the strength of the definition a subordinative compound is genitive (genitival) iff it is constructed from two dictoidons which have homolexic dictons in the relation of semic rection and the dicton qualificator is in the semic case Genitive, for example Lebensende 'end of life', Obsthändler 'vendor of vegetables '. on the strength of the definition a compound is nominal iff it is constructed from two dictoidons which have homolexic dictons belonging to the set of nouns. determinative nominal compounds can be further divided into: 
On the strength of the definition a compound is nominal iff it is constructed from two dictoidons which have homolexic dictons belonging to the set of nouns.
Subordinative nominal compounds can be further divided into: 
On the strength of the definition a subordinative compound is genitive (genitival) iff it is constructed from two dictoidons which have homolexic dictons in the relation of semic rection and the dicton qualificator is in the semic case Genitive, for example Lebensende 'end of life', Obsthändler 'vendor of vegetables '. on the strength of the definition a determinative compound is nominative (nominatival) iff it is constructed from two dictoidons which have homolexic dictons in the relation of semic congruency and the dicton qualificator is in the semic case nominative, for example virá-jāta 'born as a hero ' (ŻarSki 1991: 51) .
On the strength of the definition a subordinative compound is genitive (genitival) iff it is constructed from two dictoidons which have homolexic dictons in the relation of semic rection and the dicton qualificator is in the semic case Genitive, for example Lebensende 'end of life', Obsthändler 'vendor of vegetables '. on the strength of the definition a determinative compound is genitive (genitival) iff it is constructed from two dictoidons which have homolexic dictons in the relation of semic rection and the dicton qualificator is in the semic case genitive, for example Lebensende 'end of life', Obsthändler 'vendor of vegetables'. 
On the strength of the definition a subordinative compound is dative (datival) iff it is constructed from two dictoidons which have homolexic dictons in the relation of semic rection and the dicton qualificator is in the semic case Dative, for example Gebetbuch 'prayer', Schreibtisch 'desk'.
Accusative compounds
on the strength of the definition a determinative compound is dative (datival) iff it is constructed from two dictoidons which have homolexic dictons in the relation of semic rection and the dicton qualificator is in the semic case Dative, for example Gebetbuch 'prayer book', Schreibtisch 'desk'. 
T imd s'
Adj

T imd s'
on the strength of the definition a determinative compound is ablative (ablatival) iff it is constructed from two dictoidons which have homolexic dictons in the relation of semic rection and the dicton qualificator is in the semic case ablative, for example vŗkabhayam 'fear of wolfs', (cf. ŻarSki 1991: 51), svarga-patita 'coming from the heaven'. 
Adj
T imd s'
On the strength of the definition a compound is adjectival iff it is constructed from two dictoidons which have homolexic dictons in the relation of semic congruency and the dicton 
Adj
T imd s'
Adj
T imd s'
On the strength of the definition a compound is adjectival iff it is constructed from two dictoidons which have homolexic dictons in the relation of semic congruency and the dicton on the strength of the definition a compound is adjectival iff it is constructed from two dictoidons which have homolexic dictons in the relation of semic congruency and the dicton qualificator is an adjective or both dictons are in the relation of semic parataxis and at least one of the dictons is an adjective, for example Weisswein 'white wine', białogłowa 'woman, girl'. 
T imd
On the strength of the definition a compound is verbal iff it is constructed from two dictoidons which have homolexic dictons in the relation of determination and the dicton qualificator is a verb, for example weitermachen 'keep doing', gehen lassen 'let go'. 
